
New features
This page will show you anything new to the SP Dashboard we feel is worth sharing 
and awesome. Check this page every now and again to get the most of SURFconext! 
The .changelog can be found here

2023
It is now possible for production entities to specify which institutions you want to give 
access to your service. Off course, the institution will have to release the attributes 
before the connection can be made.

2022
It is now possible to request changes for production entities.

https://wiki.surfnet.nl/display/surfconextdev/Changelog


2021
The landing page has been revamped. All information you need on one single page.

The create new entity modal has been updated. This allows you to select the protocol, 
and copy data from an entity you created earlier.

2019

ACL's

Restrict access to your test entity by selecting the IdP(s) from the list



Connection progress made visual

Connecting a service to SURFconext consists of several steps. All steps are now 
made visual in the SP Dashboard. If the donut is green, an institution is able to 
connect to your service.

Add your OpenID Connect service via the SP 
Dashboard



Detailed entities overview

We have clarified the entities overview page, by making a clear distinction between 
 test entities and production entities. In addition, the button for creating a new entity is 

more prominent.

View on entity

The only way to view the configuration of an entity was to edit the entity. We have 
added a view option. Various actions can also be taken from this screen.



Delete entity

In the previous version of the SP Dashboard it was not possible to delete an entity 
when published to the test environment. This has now been added. Deleting an entity 
is possible both from the detailed entity overview and the entity view page (see above).
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